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          MODULE SPECIFICATION TEMPLATE 
          MA310: Discrete Mathematics and Computing 

 
 

1 The title of the module 

Discrete Mathematics and Computing 

 

2 The Department which will be responsible for management of the module 

Institute of Mathematics, Statistics and Actuarial Science. 

 

3 The Start Date of the Module 

September 2005 

 

4 The number of students expected to take the module 

70 

 

5 Modules to be withdrawn on the introduction of this proposed module and 
consultation with other relevant Departments and Faculties regarding the 
withdrawal 

None 

 

6 The level of the module (eg Certificate [C], Intermediate [I], Honours [H] or Postgraduate 

[M]) 

C 

 

7 The number of credits which the module represents  

15 

 

8 Which term(s) the module is to be taught in (or other teaching pattern) 

Term 1 

 

9 Prerequisite and co-requisite modules 

UK Advanced Level Mathematics Examinations with a normal minimum attainment of a 

Grade C on the main Mathematical A - Level. Any generally accepted equivalent of this 

content and attainment is regarded as an acceptable prerequisite. The delivery of this module 

requires MA315 to be a co-requisite.  

 

10 The programmes of study to which the module contributes 

BSc in Actuarial Science and BSc in Financial Mathematics. 

 

11 The intended subject specific learning outcomes and, as appropriate, their 
relationship to programme learning outcomes 

On successful completion of the module students will: 

(d1) have acquired greater precision in logical argument and have gained a 

core mathematical understanding of discrete mathematics (A1, A5, C1); 

(d2) have been introduced to fundamental mathematical notation and had practice 

in its use (A1,C1); 

(d3) have learned and practised basic concepts of mathematical proof (direct proof, 

proof by contradiction, mathematical induction) (A1,C2); 

(d4) be able to handle the standard logical symbols with some confidence (B2, C2); 

(d5) have learned elementary combinatorial and counting techniques and how 
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to apply them to simple problems (A2, A5); 

(d6) have learned how to state precisely and prove elementary 

mathematical statements and solve problems (C1,C2); 

(d7) be able to simplify complex mathematical expressions and apply general formulae 

to specific contexts(B2,C2) 

(c1) have a basic understanding of information technology and its use in mathematical 

contexts (A3, B6, C3); 

(c2) be able to use information technology to solve mathematical problems (A3, A4, B2, B5, 

B6, C1, C3). 

(c3) have had an introduction to the computer algebra system MAPLE as a paradigm 

for the use of information technology in mathematics (A3, B6, C3); 

(c4) have had an introduction to the spreadsheet system EXCEL (A3, B6, C3); 

 

12 The intended generic learning outcomes and, as appropriate, their relationship to 
programme learning outcomes 

On successful completion of the Module, students will:  

(i) have developed a basic knowledge of the logical and systematic approach to solving 

problems of both a quantitative and qualitative nature, in particular simple combinatorial 

problems (B1, B2, D1, D3). 

(ii) have learned how to to argue logically and will have gained a higher understanding and 

appreciation for the objective nature of mathematical knowledge (B4, D1). 

(iii) have developed higher numeracy and computational skills (D3). 

(iv) have improved their information-retrieval skills, in relation to primary and 

secondary information sources, including information retrieval through on-line computer 

searches (D4); 

(v) have an enhanced appreciation of modern information technology (D5); 

(vi) have acquired further information technology skills such as word-processing, spreadsheet 

use and internet communication (D5); 

(vii) have learned fundamental principles of modern computer technology and the use of 

context related software, in particular how to install software, use manuals and online help 

systems (D3, D4); 

 

13 A synopsis of the curriculum 

Discrete Mathematics: (18 Lectures) 

Informal Logic: The axiomatic method, proofs by contradiction, induction, etc. 

connection with computer programming. 

Finite Sums and Products: Basic notation and properties thereof. Examples including 

`telescopic' sums and products and other simplification rules. 

The Binomial Theorem:  Proof, properties of the binomial coefficients 

and Pascal's triangle, examples of expansions. 

Sets: Subsets, Boolean algebra and connection with logic, the power set, Cartesian products. 

Relations and Functions: Equivalence relations, functions, one-one and onto, one-one 
correspondences, inverses, cardinality, 

composition of functions. 

Counting: Inclusion-exclusion principle, combinations, arrangements and permutations, 

examples involving the binomial and the multinomial theorem. 

 

Computing (12 Lectures)  

Basic IT literacy: How to install software; how to use manuals and online help systems;  

how to use e-mail to communicate in a responsible way; how to use the internet resources 

efficiently. 

Introduction to MAPLE:  Elementary input/output functions and commands; 

writing simple worksheets; read and write files; loading packages; basic data types. 
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Introduction to EXCEL:  How to make efficient use of spreadsheets. 

 

 

14 Indicative Reading List   

A. Chetwynd & P Diggle, Discrete Mathematics, London, 1995 

F. Vivaldi,  Experimental Mathematics with Maple, Chapman & Hall/CRC, 2001. 

K.M. Heal,  M.L. Hansen,  K.M. Rickard,  Maple V learning guide, Springer, 1998. 

M. Langer, Excel for Windows 95, Peachpit Press, 1996. 

T. R. Mayes,  Financial analysis with Microsoft Excel, Dryden Press, 1996. 

 

15 Learning and Teaching Methods, including the nature and number of contact hours 
and the total study hours which will be expected of students, and how these relate to 
achievement of the intended learning outcomes 

The module consists of:  30 lectures, 6 1-hour examples classes, 12 hours computer classes. 

No. of contact hours:  48; 

Total study hours         150.  

 

The Discrete Mathematics material is delivered by means of 3 lectures per week and 

supported by examples classes (one per week). Handouts are provided covering all of the basic 

material. Homework - sheets are distributed to work on during the week. These are not 

assessed but are marked and returned during the following week. This is to enhance 

confidence and to encourage partial solutions that reflect students' true state of understanding. 

The exercises range from the routine, to enable those seeing the concepts for the first time to 

ensure they understand the definitions, to the more interesting exam type questions, through 

to some which challenge those who have a confident grasp of the routine material. Model 

solutions to the exercises are provided on the web. During the classes model solutions of 

previous exercises are presented and the students can obtain help to solve the current ones. 

 

The computing material is delivered by means of 2 lectures per week and supported by 

computing classes (1-2 hours per week). Worksheets are provided for use during the class and 

also as a source of homework exercises. At the computer classes, staff are available to provide 

help and support. The loading on this module is higher for the first 4 weeks of term but this 

will be compensated by the module MA315 starting with only 2 contact hours per week for 6 

weeks. 

 

16 Assessment methods and how these relate to testing achievement of the intended 
learning outcomes 

The unit is assessed by continuous assessment (50%) and by a final examination (50%). 

Examination: Assessment is by a two - hour examination at the end of the year. The 

examination questions test students’ knowledge of the basic concepts of discrete mathematics 

(d1, d4, d5, and (i), (ii)) their ability to solve problems by applying the results to standard 

situations (d5, d6, (i)). They also assess the skills of numeracy, calculation (d4,  d7,  (i),  (iii)), 

understanding and the  ability to express logical reasoning (d1, d3, d6, (ii)). 

Continuous Assessment:  

There are two or three equally weighted assessments: worksheets using MAPLE and EXCEL.  

The MAPLE assessment(s) test learning outcomes (c1), (c2) and (c3) as outlined in Section 8 

and learning outcomes (i), (iii), (iv) and (v) as outlined in Section 9. The EXCEL 

assessment(s) test learning outcomes (c1), (c2) and (c4) as outlined in Section 8 and learning 

outcomes (i), (iii), (v), (vi) and (vii) as outlined in Section 9. 

 

17 Implications for learning resources, including staff, library, IT and space 

None. The module will use existing provision. 

 

18 A statement confirming that, as far as can be reasonably anticipated, the curriculum, 
learning and teaching methods and forms of assessment do not present any non-
justifiable disadvantage to students with disabilities 
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As far as can be reasonably anticipated, the curriculum,learning and teaching methods and 

forms of assessment do not present any non-justifiable disadvantage to students with 

disabilities. 

 

 
Statement by the Director of Learning and Teaching: "I confirm I have been consulted on the 

above module proposal and have given advice on the correct procedures and required content of 

module proposals" 

 

 

................................................................ 

Director of Learning and Teaching 

 

 

.............................................. 

Date 

 
: "I confirm that the Department has approved the introduction of the module and will be 

responsible for its resourcing" 

 

 

................................................................. 

Head of Department 

 

 

.............................................. 

Date 
 
Revised August 2002; Revision 2 in 2003.   


